UKS2 – Year Six
Learning Timetable - Suggested Timings and Ideas of What to Do with your child
Morning

Afternoon

Compulsory Learning
Monday

Check out our
Learning at Home
PE links
KGPS PE
Work out with Miss
Kantor - Stretches

Tuesday
PE
Work out with Miss
Kantor - Shapes

Wednesday
PE
Work out with Miss
Kantor - Stretches

Maths
Click on the link.
(Then click on
Summer Wk 1)
Watch the video
and follow the
lesson each day.
Vertically Opposite
Angles Lesson 1

Maths
Click on the link.
(Then click on
Summer Wk 1)
Watch the video
and follow the
lesson each day.
Angles in a Triangle
Lesson 2

Maths
Click on the link.
Then go to
(Then click on
Summer Wk 1)
Watch the video
and follow the
lesson each day.
Angles in a Triangle
Special Cases
Lesson 3

Break Time

Recommended Learning
English
Spelling Rule of the Day
See how to access your
child’s spelling rule below
this timetable.

Lunch Time

English-Science
Physical Health
Break Time
Lunch Time

Break Time

English-Science
Physical Health
Lunch Time

Reading
to an
Adult
Oxford
Owl
Ebooks

Reading
to an
Adult
Oxford
Owl
Ebooks

Reading
to an
Adult
Oxford
Owl
Ebooks

Learning Project Time: Viewpoints
Write a blog summarising the events from the
day/week. Think about how the level of formality
your language will need – formal or informal?

Optional
Story Time
Storyline

Learning Project Time: Viewpoints
Write a formal letter to a Year Five/Six child from a
country that is currently experiencing or has
experienced school closure. Ask them to describe
their experiences. How do these compare to
yours? Write their reply.

Story Time
Storyline

Learning Project Time: Viewpoints
Use the link below to research Captain Tom
Moore. Why has he been an inspiration to others?
Research other inspirational people who have
achieved things over the last few weeks to raise
funds/morale for the country whilst schools are
closed. Imagine you are a BBC Newsround reporter
and write your own report about why they are
inspirational. Captain Tom Moore

Story Time
Storyline

Thursday
PE
Work out with Miss
Kantor - Shapes

Friday
PE
Work out with Joe
Wicks

Maths
Click on the link.
(Then click on
Summer Wk 1)
Watch the video
and follow the
lesson each day.
Angles in a Triangle
- Missing Angles
Lesson 4

Maths
Click on the link.
(Then click on
Summer Wk 1)
Watch the video
and follow the
lesson each day.
Friday Challenge
Lesson 5

Break Time

English-Science
Physical Health
Lunch Time

Break Time

English
Year Five and Six Spellings
Practise ten spellings
from your list and aim to
include them in your
writing in
Pobble

Lunch Time

Reading
to an
Adult
Oxford
Owl
Ebooks

Learning Project Time: Viewpoints
Is fundraising a good thing? Why? Why not?
Write a balanced argument for and against
fundraising. Use your notes from your balanced
argument English learning Miss Glenn set you to
help.

Reading
to an
Adult
Oxford
Owl
Ebooks

PSHE
BBC PSHE

Story Time
Storyline

Story Time
Storyline

French
BBC French

Verbs and Nouns

Additional Learning Resources that families may want to engage with:
Oxford Owl for reading, spelling and maths:


Time to read! Why not read one of the e-books from the book library. Log in to choose a book. You can read a wider range of books and select one for your age band
or challenge yourself with one above. Use the log in and password details sent via parent mail. There is also extra spelling and grammar practice too!

Click: https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/



Practise spelling rules. To access the spelling rules please click the link below and then follow these steps.

Click: https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/ and then click
-

My Class Login.
Read, Write Inc Spelling
Extra Practice Zone
Year Group
Click on ‘Activity’ to open up a spelling rule. Practise one spelling rule each time.

Pobble 365 - for Creative writing:


Why not escape from your daily routine and immerse yourself into an imaginary world! Use the fantastic pictures in the Pobble 365 link below to write your own
story! Bring it to school to share with your class. http://www.pobble365.com/

Mathematics:





Click on the WRM link, go to the lesson for each day, watch the video with your child and then have a go at solving the problems.
Continue to practise your number facts each day for 10-20 minutes Daily Arithmetic Maths Frame
Practise Maths and access past SATs papers Reasoning and Problem Solving
Solve a maths problem and submit your solution! https://nrich.maths.org/

Revision and learning interesting facts:




Use BBC Bitesize to help with your homework, revision and learning. Find free videos, step-by-step guides, activities and quizzes by level and subject.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/levels/zbr9wmn
Watch CBBCNewsround and discuss current affairs. CBBCNewsround
Learn a poem and perform it to an audience. Write your own poem! Poetry4kids

Learning Project - to be done throughout the week: Viewpoints
The project this week aims to provide opportunities for your child to learn more about different viewpoints. Learning may focus on physical viewpoints in terms of what
you can see outside of the window at home, what others can see looking into your home and then progress onto personal viewpoints.

● Viewpoints and Mood –
Ask your child to look into a room in the home and think about how it makes them feel. They can then either draw something linked to how they feel when looking in the
room or draw an object from the room and then colour, shade or paint it in a colour that reflects their current mood.


Famous viewpoints –
Wembley stadium, Canary Wharf and the London Eye are just a few of the viewpoints in and around the London area. Your child can choose a London viewpoint and
use Google Earth or Google Maps to create an accurate scaled map of the location of the landmark. They may wish to identify all of the London and local viewpoints
on their map.

● Viewpoints from Around the World –
Your child can research famous viewpoints from around the world (e.g. The Eiffel Tower). Ask them to draw what they think they would see from this viewpoint. After this,
they can design and create a miniature scale of the landmarks that give these viewpoints. Encourage them to evaluate their creations.
● A change in ViewpointsHow did Martin Luther King and Rosa Park’s actions and views shape society today? Challenge your child to compare and contrast viewpoints from then and now on people’s
race, culture and religion. How has this improved society’s attitudes towards those who are different to ourselves?
● DebateIs good more powerful than evil? Is it worse to fail at something or never attempt it in the first place? Is it more important to be liked or respected? Ask your child to choose a
question to answer, write a speech and use real -life examples to justify their opinion.

